Our recent global renewable experience.

United Kingdom

- Joint venture and the sponsors in relation to the €2.5bn refinancing of RWE Bank (UK) Offshore Windfarm Limited project located 13km off the Caithness coast in Scotland.
- The lenders on the €480m refinancing of the portfolio of Portuguese wind farms held by Enrge Renewable Group Europe Ltd Co S. A. R. L., a Luxembourg subsidiary of First Solar.
- Octopus Renewables on its acquisition from RES of nine wind farms across the UK and Ireland in two deals topping over €100m.
- Spring Infrastructure Joint Investment Partnership as sponsor on the acquisition of a major stake in Spring Offshore Wind Holdings Limited as purchaser on the €1.1bn refinancing of the largest offshore wind farm, located 27 km off the coast of Norfolk.
- Greencoat UK Wind HoldCo Limited and Greencoat on a joint venture acquisition of a 49.9% stake in the Stromberg and Dunmaglass onshore wind farms from SSE.
- Mowi/Offshore Wind Farm Limited on the €26m financing of the 950MW Mowi East offshore windfarm in the Outer Moray Firth in Scotland.
- A group of commercial banks on the provision of debt at a HodCo level to Macquarie’s Rampion InvestCo Limited, in relation to its 50% stake in the UK’s 400MW European Offshore Wind Farm.
- Ingram Micro UK Limited on the €27bn financing and development of the 860MW Triton Knoll offshore wind farm, and the subsequent sale of 45% stake of the wind farm to a Japanese consortium.
- Scottish Offshore Wind Limited (as borrower) on the €3.1bn refinancing of the 420MW Samsung power portfolio located off the coast of North Norfolk.
- The consortium of Miha Brinka Capital on their acquisition and financing of a 50% stake in the Race Bank Offshore Wind Project from Covanta energy (Ireland) and maintenance of a windfarm in Tulcea.
- The Good Energies on the sale of all or part of two windfarm development projects in Romania (Ferrantiworks).
- Merit International Power on acquisition and development of a wind power project in Romania.
- The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (as lender) on the financing of a development, construction, equipment supply and operation & maintenance of a windfarm in Tulcea.
- The Good Energies on the all or part of two windfarm development projects in Romania (Ferrantiworks).

Portugal

- Banco BPI on the acquisition of a stake in the Shangraol Shenhua offshore wind farm, in Shenzhen, China.
- Ango Power Holdings U.S. Inc. (now Enel) as project sponsor and joint venture partner on its $500m joint venture with Enercaesar Energy to develop, construct and operate a utility-scale offshore wind farm on the coast of Galicia, Spain.
- Exportadora do Brasil S.A. and commercial lenders on the development and proposed US$23bn financing of the Cape Wind offshore wind farm in Massachusetts.
- A North American-based ECA on the financing of the Talas McAlpin wind farm project in Ukraine.
- The lenders on the financing of the development, construction, operation and a windfarm in the State of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
- The sponsors to the Cabo Leones wind farm projects in Chile on the initial financing of the first phase of this project, and more recently we have been appointed to sponsors to act as counsel to the lenders for the first phase of the project, the 76.5 MW wind farm.

The Americas

- DONG Energy Wind Power U.S. Inc. (now Ørsted) as project sponsor and joint venture partner on its 50/50 joint venture with Enovaenergy to develop, construct and operate a utility-scale offshore wind farm off the coast of North Carolina, USA.
- Siemens Project Ventures on the contemplated acquisition of a 20% participation in the 600MW offshore Gemini wind farm in the Dutch North Sea.
- The investors on the construction arrangements for Typhoon's project in the Dutch North Sea.
- NIBC in the project financing of the bisexual power plant Mookwind.

Netherlands

- Anglo Platinum Marketing Limited and Shell Ventures B.V. in their investment in MTJ Holding B.V., a company that develops and markets hydrogen compression technology.
- Siemens Project Ventures on the financing of the Talas McAlpin wind farm project in Ukraine.
- The lenders on the financing of the development, construction, operation and a windfarm in the State of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
- The sponsors to the Cabo Leones wind farm projects in Chile on the initial financing of the first phase of this project, and more recently we have been appointed to sponsors to act as counsel to the lenders for the first phase of the project, the 76.5 MW wind farm.

Luxembourg

- Toke Windfarms Holding Srl on the acquisition of three Dutch windfarms held by wind farm constructions.
- South Europe Infrastructure Equity Finance on the disposal of its renewable assets.
- the government of Luxembourg Environmental Ministry and the Mirples Landfill Gas Recovery Project.

Germany

- Greenpower Partners on the acquisition of 25% stake in offshore wind farm “Golde Wind 1”.
- the investors on the planned acquisition of a share in the offshore wind farm “Borromèo West II phase 2”, ("Deutsche Bucht", "Nordborromeo" and "Borromeo 3/4").
- RWE on the sale of an 85% equity stake in the offshore windfarm “Hustoke One” to Northland Power and the subsequent financing of the offshore windfarm.
- Marubeni Corporation on its joint venture investment in Meygen’s Beatrice offshore windfarm project from Dong Energy (now Ørsted), on the construction and operation of biomass power plants in Portugal.
- Spring - Desenvolvimento e Projetos S.A. on its $300m acquisition of two greenfield projects for the construction and operation of biomass power plants in Portugal.
- Marubeni - Desenvolvimento e Projetos S.A. as sponsor on structuring and implementing the partial refinancing of its 41bn project finance portfolio.
- Neoen S.A. on the €600m refinancing of its 24.9MW solar photovoltaic power portfolio located in Portugal, through two bond loan issues.

Spain

- ABB on the acquisition of Elia from Oaktree.
- Marquesa and Hidro Issacia on the €2.5bn acquisition of all the assets of EON in Spain and Portugal.
- Siemens on the merger of its wind power businesses with Gamesa.
- Siemens on the acquisition of a share in the windfarm Europe.
- First Reserve on the establishment of the Renovalia Reserve joint venture with Repsol, on the acquisition and development of wind farms in Spain and other jurisdictions.
- Deutsche Bank on the holding refinancing to Renovalia Energy Group for the acquisition of a portfolio of solar parks in Spain - the largest ever European solar photovoltaic project bond (Eolia).
- The first solar power project in Europe to be financed using a capital market solution (EON).